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BODY: 

It's been one of the stranger political seasons in Alaska memory, with a Republican running against the political es-

tablishment, a Democrat touting his ability to work with oil companies, and an independent who talked his way onto the 

electoral stage. 

With two days to go until Alaska voters elect a new governor, the campaigns are spending the weekend trying to 

whip up voter enthusiasm with sign-waving and targeted phone banks. The candidates have done pretty much all they 

can to define themselves -- and their opponents -- to the public. 

Republican Sarah Palin, a former Wasilla mayor, is presenting herself as a fresh face with proven ethical standards 

and strong conservative values. Her opponents say the 42-year-old Palin has a shallow understanding of many issues, is 

out of step on abortion and is too inexperienced to lead the state. 

Democrat Tony Knowles, a former two-term governor, is presenting himself as an experienced political hand who 

can work with oil companies and build the hoped-for natural gas pipeline from Prudhoe Bay. His opponents say 

Knowles, 63, already had his chance, wasn't effective as governor and gave away too much to oil companies.  

Andrew Halcro, a former state representative who skipped the Republican primary to run as an independent, plays 

the straight-talking maverick, grabbing a mantle that Palin herself wore when she knocked off incumbent Republican 

Gov. Frank Murkowski in August. Trailing far behind in polls, Halcro drew little criticism until recently. 

Polls have shown the race between Palin and Knowles tightening up in the last few weeks. Registered Republicans 

outnumber Democrats in Alaska, but more than half the state's voters are tied to no party. 

PALIN'S GLOW FADES 

Among the uncertainties that could bring a surprise Tuesday: a large turnout of infrequent Railbelt voters for Palin, 

a large turnout of rural voters for Knowles, or a late shift of Halcro voters that could affect either of his competitors. 

Ten weeks ago, the race was Palin's to lose. 

She had trounced two Republican opponents, including Murkowski, in the Aug. 22 primary and emerged with a 

Joan of Arc glow. She had taken on the party establishment and won, big-time. Two days later, when the FBI raided six 

legislative offices looking for evidence of influence-peddling, her aura brightened. 

The Republican Party, whose stars were said to be aligned when Murkowski took office with a majority in the Leg-

islature, was ending its four-year reign with criminal investigations and fights between legislative leaders and the gov-

ernor that would eventually end up in court. The party was lucky to be running an outsider -- especially one with such a 

bright smile and winning personality. 
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The question was whether Palin could keep her reformer mystique now that the unpopular Murkowski was out of 

the way -- and as voter attention turned to her positions on issues. 

Early polls gave her a double-digit lead over Knowles. As a former Anchorage mayor who served as governor be-

tween 1994 and 2002, he was as well known as any politician in Alaska. He was defeated in a run for the U.S. Senate 

two years ago against Lisa Murkowski. Pollsters said the state was split down the middle between people who liked and 

disliked him. 

As the campaign turned toward the proposed gas pipeline project, Knowles pitched himself as the one with needed 

experience and tried to turn Palin's freshness into a liability. 

Palin had vowed to avoid negative campaigning, and she focused her criticism on Knowles' record as governor. She 

got a boost too from early television ads run by the Republican Governors Association, an independent group drawing 

money from national contributors. The leading candidates were otherwise close in campaign funds, with Knowles rais-

ing $1.4 million through the start of last week and Palin $1.2 million. 

Knowles issued a blizzard of issue platforms and criticized Palin for having no plans. He accused Palin of missing 

important forums with business leaders, especially ones where hard questions might be thrown at her. 

But the frontrunner could not be accused of trying to coast to Election Day on her cloud of good feeling. She ap-

peared at more than 20 such forums across the state in recent weeks, including four televised debates. 

As the campaign wore on, her lead in the polls shrank. 

HALCRO STRIKES BACK 

An unpredictable factor in the debates turned out to be Halcro, who regularly drew attention from his rivals with 

extemporaneous two-minute speeches filled with facts and nuance. 

Halcro spent increasing energy goading Palin, accusing her of fumbling facts and not explaining her "fresh ideas" 

in any detail. Their sparring seemed at times like something from their Alaska high school days -- both were class of 

1982, Halcro at Anchorage's East High and Palin at Wasilla -- with Halcro the earnest geek outraged that the home-

coming queen didn't have to turn in her math homework. 

"Andrew would be the most awesome statistician," was Palin's smiling put-down in the final TV debate last week, 

when asked what state job she'd consider giving him if she won. 

Knowles and Halcro said little about each other until the last week, when Knowles issued a statement outlining dif-

ferences over such issues as the longevity bonus (Knowles would restore it, Halcro wouldn't) and Permanent Fund 

spending. Halcro struck back in the debates, accusing Knowles of being a disengaged, no-show governor when Halcro 

was a legislator. 

Halcro spent one-fifth of what his rivals spent in a largely self-financed campaign. He showed a sense of humor but 

was criticized for seeming too impressed with his own smart ideas. He said his biggest challenge was to convince voters 

he was more than a protest vote. 

Knowles the candidate was used to coming from behind. He has won at least three cliffhanger elections in the past. 

As a matter of strategy, his campaign tried to focus on looking forward. Building a gas pipeline would allow him to do 

things to help education and health care, he said. His staff recalled the failure of Rick Mystrom, a popular Anchorage 

mayor whose comeback bid failed, they thought, because he campaigned on past successes rather than future promises. 

That strategy hit a bump when a former state oil field regulator came forward to say the Knowles administration 

had undercut her effort to monitor pipeline safety on the North Slope, resulting in undetected corrosion and recent spills 

on the tundra. Knowles denied the charge and dismissed it as a last-minute political smear. But the accusation resonated 

with some because of past bipartisan criticism of Knowles as being too friendly with oil companies. 

Palin pressed Knowles on his years in Juneau, portraying Alaska's economy back then as depressed and saying he 

gave too much away in oil industry negotiations. He disputed her facts on the economy and defended his treatment of 

the industry by saying oil prices were low and the industry was skittish. He claimed success in turning around the state's 

decline in oil production. 

One of Palin's last ads simply contrasted her fresh new face with Knowles as a tired old face, repeating 10 times 

"had his chance" as reasons why he represented "old-time politics." 
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PALIN STICKS TO GENERALITIES 

A significant part of Palin's base of support lies among social and Christian conservatives. Her positions on social 

issues emerged slowly during the campaign: on abortion (should be banned for anything other than saving the life of the 

mother), stem cell research (opposed), physician-assisted suicide (opposed), creationism (should be discussed in 

schools), state health benefits for same-sex partners (opposed, and supports a constitutional amendment to bar them). 

Palin and her staff complained that efforts to raise these issues in public were divisive and hypothetical. The nor-

mally unflappable candidate seemed put-upon when she faced a string of such questions in the last debate, on public 

television and radio Thursday night. 

"It's interesting that so many questions do resolve around that centeredness that I have," she said with a half-smile. 

Palin's opponents did little to emphasize these issues, other than abortion, which Knowles and Halcro said should 

be a private matter for women. 

Palin said her reading of the Bible would not "bleed over into policy." But she has based much of her campaign 

around a close fundamentalist reading of another text - the state constitution - which she cited in nearly every debate as 

the source of her guiding principles. 

On fiscal policy, for example, she said the constitution mandates state involvement in education, public safety and 

transportation infrastructure. Everything else is up for discussion, she said. 

Where Knowles and Halcro went out on a limb to discuss future state deficits and their preferences on Permanent 

Fund spending and an income tax, Palin stuck to generalities about filling state coffers with more resource development. 

Her develop-the-resources talk recalled Murkowski's from four years ago, although she added when pressed that she 

might support a statewide sales tax. 

On subsistence, Palin again cited the constitution. She defended the guarantee of equal access to resources and op-

posed an amendment to allow a hunting and fishing priority for rural residents. (Knowles and Halcro support a rural 

amendment.) 

Beyond that, however, she spoke vaguely of finding a new political or regulatory solution for subsistence. She 

evaded questions about the failure of past efforts to find alternatives. She also did not say how any such approach could 

win back state control of Alaska's federal lands, the two-thirds of the state now under federal management to protect 

rural subsistence. 

UNPREDICTABLE APPEAL 

On the proposed gas pipeline, Palin and Knowles struck similar tough-talking stances about considering all possi-

bilities, while Halcro said he preferred to tweak Murkowski's existing draft deal with the oil producers. 

But Palin's past alliance with backers of a liquefied natural gas project, and her continued support from LNG back-

ers such as former Gov. Wally Hickel, have turned some Republican-leaning business leaders to Knowles. 

Her clash with Republican Party leaders, dating back to the ethics complaints she levelled against party chairman 

Randy Ruedrich, has reduced party enthusiasm -- and campaign contributions -- for their former young star. 

Likewise, Palin -- who opposed Lisa Murkowski's 2004 campaign for Senate, savaged the senior Murkowski in the 

primary, and called for the removal of Sen. Ted Stevens' son, Ben, as national committeeman -- has received only lu-

kewarm support from Republican officeholders. 

Ted Stevens appeared in ads for Palin last week, but he has been mostly absent from Alaska in recent weeks, while 

campaigning for Senate colleagues in the Lower 48. 

For many Palin supporters, the fact that she strikes the political establishment as unpredictable is a big part of her 

populist appeal. The question Tuesday is, how far into the nonpartisan center of Alaska politics will that enthusiasm for 

change extend? 

Daily News reporter Tom Kizzia can be reached at tkizzia@adn.com. 

Tuesday is Election Day 

WHERE, WHEN TO VOTE 
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* POLLS: Polls will be open statewide from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. To find your polling place, go online to 

adn.com/elections or call the state Division of Elections at 522-8683. 

ON THE BALLOT 

* GOVERNOR, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR: The major tickets: Democrats Tony Knowles and Ethan Berkowitz, 

Republicans Sarah Palin and Sean Parnell and independents Andrew Halcro and Fay Von Gemmingen. Candidates from 

the Alaskan Independence, Green and Libertarian parties also are on the ballot. 

* U.S. Congress: Incumbent U.S. Rep. Don Young, R-Alaska, faces Democrat challenger Diane Benson, along 

with candidates with three other parties. 

* ALASKA OFFICES: Every House seat and half of those in the state Senate. 

* Two ballot propositions: One to shorten legislative sessions and the other to impose a tax on natural gas reserves. 

*JUDGES: Whether to retain a long list of state judges statewide. 

FIND ELECTION INFO ONLINE 

MAKE OUR ELECTION WEB PAGE -- ADN.COM/ELECTIONS -- YOUR BASE TO LEARN ABOUT THE 

CANDIDATES AND THE ELECTION. YOU'LL FIND: 

* Past stories. 

* Extensive voter resources, including where to vote, downloadable regional Voter Guides from the Division of 

Elections, easy ways to get election and candidate information and links to candidate Web pages. 

* Our downloadable, printable issue survey of the governor candidates so you can compare their answers to more 

than two dozen issue questions. 

* Candidate profiles and easy links to information on the congressional election and legislative races, including 

how the candidates stand on issues. 

* Explanations of the ballot initiatives. 

* Our campaign blog, The Trail (adn.com/thetrail). 

* Get up-to-the minute returns on election night. 

adn.com/elections 

 

GRAPHIC: EVAN R. STEINHAUSER / Anchorage Daily News 

Tony Knowles supporters wave at passing motorists Saturday on the corner of Northern Lights Boulevard and the Se-

ward Highway. 

AL GRILLO / The Associated Press 

Linda Fling, Cathy Giessel and Judy Jett, from right, and others with the group Women United for Palin shout at pass-

ing traffic during a demonstration in Anchorage on Friday. Sarah Palin, the Republican gubernatorial candidate, faces 

Democrat Tony Knowles and independent Andrew Hacro in Tuesday's general election. 
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